
Eccentricity
Earth’s orbit around the sun shifts
Earth closer/farther away
100,000 year cycle
Changes lengths of seasons

Obliquity

Stratosphere
Milankovic Cycles

small changes in angle of sunlight

1 day Earth spins once

Two polar and two subtropical jet streams

does not correlate to all ice ages
same sun, but more/less sun at poles
more sun at pole = less ice
less ice = less sun reflection
less reflection = warming planet

rossby waves
ribbons of strong winds

warm air moves
towards cold air

high pressure (tropics)
moves to low (polar

tilt of earth affects
jet streams

jet streams are wavy
because of earth spin

can also study the 
rings of trees

RuBisCo Enzyme

also study...
marine sediments
shells
microorganisms
pollen

create a history
of temperature

but temperature
varies depending
on location

can technology save us?

A new type of “resource war”

Synthetic Biology

More fat tails coming

“geo” is not the preferred term
some call it “climate intervention”

Nassim Taleb
“risk of ruin”

small and
localized

hacking the planet
“fate cannot be left to chance”

“technology is our second skin”

Geoengineering governance a huge issue
No global government to govern
Anything goes wrong, blame geoscientists reflective sands - use Sahara desert sand

space mirrors/space umbrella nanoparticles into space
manufacture them on the moon

1.5 meter cube = 2,000 trees

can power an offgrid generatorfarmers use carbon directly in soil

CO2

fans are attached  to fuel consuming machines and capture emissions
carbon neutral fuels - use fuel, capture carbon, turn carbon into more fuel
release recycled carbon or bury it underground (sequester)
carbon nanotubes used to strengthen concrete

50% of ocean is a nutrient desert
bring  cold water to surface
cold water fertilizes upper water
fish populations are stimulated
plants at surface capture carbon
plants die and take carbon to bottom

submersible turbines
pivot with tidal flow

once geoengineering starts, cannot be stopped
does geoengineering give us an excuse to keep polluting

ships make clouds thru turbulence
ship decks spray condensed salt into air
Peru, Southern California and Africa candidates

bring minerals to the surface (olivine, basalts, brucite, etc)
minerals absorb large amounts of CO2, then returned underground
some minerals crushed and sold to farmers who need carbon 

fish eat plankton
dump iron dust in ocean
create algae bloom
absorbs carbon, feeds fish
fish feeds more people
cool down coral reefs

seaweed farms
absorb carbon
create biofuel
feed to cattle

ships churn microbubbles
seafoam is reflective

store energy regardless of weather
move from gel to solid state EV batteries
reduce “green premium”  to drive mid-tier country adoption
electric car green premium going away - govt. incentives help
why do we need a 3,000 pound car for a 150 pound person?

electric planes, electric bikes

173,000 terawatts 
1.9 terawatts 
166 terawatts
44 terawatts
1,220 terawatts

offshore floating wind arrays

sun =
hydropower =

biomass =
geothermal =

wind =
nuclear too...solar - nighttime storage is an issue

biomass energy - use carbon in factory, return carbon  to earth
bikes - wider lanes, passing lanes, special train cars for bikes
wind energy - sell shares in windmills to citizens
geothermal - Hot rocks can run U.S.

recycles weight = garbage collection discount
better HVAC and building construction (LEED rating)
personal power units located at each home/business
better ways to mine cryptocurrencies
improve city traffic flows - smart stop lights
paint buildings/roofs white

climate equity a big issue
creates winners and losers

mingle rows of different crops
perfect for microfarms - very efficient
need an oil-free way of feeding population grow basil at bottom

grow food closer to cities
urban agriculture (vertical)
teach gardening in high schools

grow tomatoes above basile.g.

grape vines at top on netting

still plant, but better to protect existing trees
replace monoculture with diverse ecosystems
not all trees are equally good at photosynthesis
drones that spray/plant trees

stop loans to polluters

endangered species
clean water
commerce clause
industry regulation

negative emission technologies
vaccum CO2 out of the air
sequester underground
tailpipe filters

sulfate or calcium carbonate aerosols
won’t help oceans and can mess with weather 
has to be replaced/renewed often
localized “hail flyers” - to prevent hail damage
spread reflective sand on polar ice

1991 Pinatubo volcano
Cooled earth .4° C for 2 years

$2 to $8 billion cost could prevent trillions in economic losses

what if china eats like america?
will reduce crop diversity
reflective plants, waxy shield

But less rain, less monsoons
Moisture stays in stratosphere

no way to do a global average

humans understand emissions, but humans do not understand albedo

planet is actually 20% greener
due to all the extra CO2

if we plant 20 million new trees (~3 Manhattans)
will capture 4 million tons of carbon
but we produce 40 billion tons a year

pre-human, earth had 6 trillion trees
now has 3 trillion trees
we have space for another 1 trillion trees

would reduce 
CO2 by 25%

photosynthesis is too slow
only 5-10 reactions per second

artificial photosynthesis GMO trees

make RuBisCo
build CETCH cycle from scratch

grab enzyme (carbon)
makes sugar
but grabs wrong molecule 20% of the time

if a lasso slows down, the loop is more wavy
fast jet stream pulls up low pressure and makes clouds

if poles warm
jet stream will slow down

waves will increase

jet streams can even collide

CO2 in ice studied
relates directly to past temperatures
shows cold and hot periods

Carbon parts per million (ppm)
earth has fluctuated between 80 ppm
and 300 ppm for 400,000+ years

An Inconvenient Truth
2006 documentary 

could impact 1/3rd of humans on earth

1/3rd of Jakarta
lives below sea level

Rivers are disappearing

Bush fires burned
10 billion trees

Amazon fires burned
1 billion trees

High heat indexes
are making it to hot
to work outside

Biomass carbon/methane is 
escaping from melting permafrost

Want to be rural, but
drought forcing a 
move to city

Planes could not take off
in Phoenix due to heat

Porter Ranch plugged oil
wells are leaking methane

California fires burned
4.2 million acres (2020) City concrete is increasing

mean radiant temperature

PFOA chemical release
Poisoned water, killed cattle

Wildfires creating
temporary and 
permanent migration

Agriculture shocks
lead to famine

Disruptions to 
economic zones

Insurance will
dissuade rebuilding

Infinite human
population growth

Resource plunder

150 million at sea
level in Bangladesh
(will India take them)

Worst drought in
150 years (2016-18)

Monsoons displace
millions of people

China using rockets
to control weather

No plant winterization
Heavy freeze, no power
Lead to broken pipes

420 ppm

milankovic cycles don’t account for albedo
albedo becomes a 4th factor in determining ice ages

100%

80%

100%

10%

humans can adapt, just too slowly
50 years of earth days - activism does not work

treaties (Paris) don’t work

178 countries signed - grand pronouncements, vague details
developing countries want to emit more (U.S.+ got a head start)
temps will only drop .3° F by 2100 based on current agreements

$1-2 trillion dollar cost per year no enforcement

milankovic cycles = ice age every 40K years
albedo conditions can increase that to 100K

less/more ice also affects sea currents

more sea ice,
more cooling

more sea ice
less sun warming

90%

axial shift = more snow

axial shift = less snow

Tilt of earth axis changes
41,000 year cycle
21.1° to 24.5° axial shift

sun to earth distance
impacts ice thickness

Albedo
Ability to reflect sunlight out into outer space.
Ice and snow, deserts, clouds, aerosols reflect sunlight.
Higher albedo =  more solar energy reflected = the colder 

biomass burning

Sunshine shifts from
equator to poles

some think the moon hit earth
and caused the axial tilt

moon moving away from earth

sun spot cycle impacts climate
every 11 years, magnetic cycle

not temperature, but radiation
radiation has an affect on clouds

climate too complex and diverse
to model into predictions

lots of local effects on temperature
no way to get an average for entire globe

vegetation, buildings, concrete
all impact local temperatures

1% is fresh water
2% of water is ice at poles

97% of water is salty

(e.g.) Colorado River 
Last 100 years, flow down 20%

Lake Powell/Mead expected
to only be at 29% full in 2023

state agreements are about
to be renegotiated

most freshwater underground
most humans live near surface water

humans can live without oil
humans can live without food for 3+ weeks

excess CO2
traps heat

water is too cheap Mexico City 
losing 1/2 due to pipe leaks

Capetown, South Africa came close to “day zero”
water would be turned off and rationed

all at risk for
day zero

São Paulo
Melbourne

Jakarta
London

Bejing
Istanbul

Bangalore
Barcelona

Mexico City

on surface of water
grab CO2 and convert to food

not enough sun at bottom
carbons trapped

transportation
electricity
buildings
agriculture
manufacturing

steel and cement
heavy CO2 producers

famine is increasing
resource conflicts (gangs)
decision of last resort

term “refugee” has narrow focus
only deals with political situations
climate refugees would overwhelm system

aid will not help
water access
comfort
food supply

changing
El Nino
patterns

in no hurry
to replant

land surface heats/cools
much faster than water

creates pressure differentials

condensation
drops a lot of sudden rain
violent water events

leads to rainwater seeps,
mud slides and erosion

oil/gas pipelines starting
to shift and break/leak

subtropical jets move up
push polar further north
monsoon rains

Oceans absorb 25% of earth’s
greenhouse gases

Someone (some country) will always cheat

Are we masters of earth or stewards? Are we the overseers or the caretakers?

creates high winds

building seawalls only
floods other areas

young men are
first to leave area

stopped by mountains

clouds form, then heavy rains

1/3 of CO2 emissions
 come from deforestation

heat and pressure create fossil fuels
burn them for energy

releases CO2350 million in China are
shifting from rural to cities

U.S. military is now the largest 
emitter of green house gases

rapid sea level rise a 
threat to Navy bases

convoys bringing fuel are 
a favorite target of enemies

energy conservation and innovation
now a matter of national security

threat multiplier
social unrest

climate conflicts

spread of disease
food/water scarcity

some migration will be temporary, some permanent
nation states and borders prevent migration

seawalls
drought resistant crops
led lighting
better building hvac

laws of earth
law of human rights

all other laws...

cities are getting bigger
setting records for minimum nighttime temps

rural areas having hard time 
providing basic services

resilience

but expect mass
extinctions

“Nine meals to anarchy”

claims up 400% since 1970

Retrofit earth
for air conditioning

can people afford to run 24/7?

shareholders the # 1 priority

raw materials > produce > 
consume > dispose

large cities in disaster path
are we ready for extreme weather?

exposure and vulnerability
we need to build climate resilience

China will build 50,000
new skyscrapers

diatoms die and sink to
bottom of lake/ocean

burning through oil, gas and coal
1 million times faster than nature created it

U.S. started officially measuring  
CO2 because it was interfering 
with heat seeking missile tech

smoke from fires
would block sun

(Carl Sagan)

more like autumn
Nuclear Winter

aquifers draining
cities sinking

pair of jeans

2,637 gallons
of water

t-shirt

659 gallons
of water

hamburger

660 gallons
of water

chicken

518 gallons
per pound

8% of freshwater for flushing, washing and drinking
70% goes to agriculture
20% goes to industry

need a minimum of 60 liters per person per day

Precession

If tilt and precession are
aligned, earth enters ice age

Diatoms

Adaptation

Climate Migration

rural to city
city to cross-border

receivers of migration
are losing patience

marginalized communities 
have less trees and shade

lightening #1 cause
can take bad season

and make it worse

how many firefighters
can we afford to hire?

to live outside band, will need to be “self-sufficient”

Stepwise Migration

Earth’s environmental (livable) “band” is moving
Can we put a thermostat on earth?

Investors starting to buy water - scarce resource
Raising water prices primarily effect the poor

Slight wobble as earth turns
23K-26K year cycle

Ice Core Research
desert dust deposits off 

coast of Africa also studied

North Star

1 year Circles around the sun

26,000 years Earth slant rotates

40,000 years Axial tilt (wobble)

Humans cannot live without water

instantaneous state
of atmosphere

theories have to be used
in place of observations

forecasting is based on
computer/machine models

scientific method encourages
challenge and dissent

uncertainty is hard to refute
trust in scientists not great
pressure to publish or perish
confirmation bias

also includes extreme
weather events

Weather Why no consensus?
statistics of weather
over long periods of time

increase in atmospheric temps is not uniform
land more than oceans, poles more than tropics

sea rise from melt + draining aquifers
sea rise is not uniform around the world

CO2 drawdown in spring (growth)
CO2 higher in autumn (organic decay)

4,000 floats measure...
water temperature
salinity
pressure
velocity (top 2KM)

interaction of
atmosphere
hydrosphere
cryosphere
biosphere
lithosphere

...what you expect...what we model... ...what you get...

Climate

Nature is at war with humans

“Freedom to breathe”

Geoengineering
Climate

Mitigation

Water Footprint

100,000 years Oval around sun cycles

volcanic eruptions

particles take sunlight out of the earth system

particles reflect sun

dust and sand burning fossil fuels deforestation upper side clouds

maybe seed clouds
with Saharan dust?

cirrus clouds high and wispy

should we make more clouds?
to reflect solar radiation?

we don’t understand clouds
many particles bad for health

particles can deplete ozone

very thin, lots of coverage

20% of Amazon cut down

surface snows

places where water is solid wind blows particlessulfate reflects sunlightening a key cause

but can harm crop production
depletes ozone layer

spring moisture content
very low in California (2021)

will lead to wars
and mass migration

agriculture responsible
for 80% of deforestation

stored carbon released

not all particles help form clouds

glacier ice

Aerosol EffectCryosphere

nucleate a cloud

we need better
weather instruments

ice forms around particles

cirrus first to see solar rays
first to reflect solar rays

makes clouds, which reflect sun

cirrus clouds also prevent thermal escape

humans understand greenhouse gas
humans do not understand clouds

soot/smog holds
solar heat

state border

Enhanced Mineral Weathering

Solar Radiation Management

Oceanic Fertilization

Reforestation

Climate Migration

Financial Services

Litigation

Intercropping

Circular Economies

Electric Vehicles

Food Sovereign Cities

worthless outside the community
circulates locally many times
shorten supply chain, no billionaires, no taking it out
no globalization of local goods and services

tandem solar cells
use more of sun spectrum

Complementary Currencies

Battery Storage

Alternatives

carbon free concrete
biobriquettes - grass bricks burned for power
agriculture waste into building materials
lab grown meats

smuggling very profitable - promise a better life
escape gangs who control in-country resources
moving toward 1 billion humans with nowhere to live
water “footprint” labels on clothing

Renewables

Efficiencies

Upwelling Tidal Power

GMO Food

Ocean Mirror Marine Cloud Brightening

Aerosols

Sun Shade

Recycle Carbon

Ocean Farming

man-made, forever chemicals
show up in all humans (e.g. teflon)

proxy for observation
ice cores have CO2 bubbles

Paleoclimate
simulate atmosphere

earth broken into millions of cells
altitudes can be represented in 100+ stacked cells
too many variables between the different cells
every model comes to a slightly different conclusion

Climate Models
...make assumptions

Material Science

Carbon Removal

coast needs food
from interior

plastic-eating enzymes
bioplastics - decompose & return to naturePlastics

wind power pump
spray deep water on ice sheetsSea Ice

nuclear power plant
emits helium as exhaust
smaller reactors

Fusion

1°F warmer

.5°F cooler

United States
Last 30 years


